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Abbreviations: 

CO: carbon monoxide; DLM, distributed lag model; ER: Excess risk; HKEPD: 

Environmental Protection Department of Hong Kong; IQR: interquartile range; NO2, nitrogen 

dioxide; PM2.5, particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 microns; PACF, 

partial autocorrelation function; USEPA: Environmental Protection Agency of United States. 
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Abstract 

Background: Recent experimental and clinical studies suggested that exogenous carbon 

monoxide (CO) at low concentrations may have beneficial neuroprotective effects under 

certain circumstances. However, population-based epidemiological studies of environmentally 

relevant CO exposure generated mixed findings. The present study aimed to examine the 

short-term association of ambient CO with emergency stroke hospitalizations. 

Methods: A time series study was conducted. Daily air pollution concentrations and 

emergency hospital admission data from January 2004 to December 2011 in Hong Kong were 

collected. Generalized additive Poisson models were used to estimate the associations between 

daily 24-hour mean concentrations of CO and emergency hospital admissions for stroke, while 

controlling for other traffic related co-pollutants: NO2 and PM2.5. Sensitivity analyses were 

performed using daily 1-hour maximum concentration of CO as exposure indicator.  

Results: Negative associations were observed between ambient CO concentrations and 

emergency hospital admissions for stroke. The previous 1-3 day cumulative exposure to CO 

was associated with a -2.0% (95% CI, -3.3% to -0.7%) decrease in stroke admissions per 

interquartile range (IQR) increment in CO concentration (0.3ppm). Similar results were 

obtained when using 1-hour maximum concentration of CO as exposure indicator. The 

negative association was robust to the co-pollutant adjustment for either NO2 or PM2.5. 

Females and elders appeared to be more sensitive to ambient CO exposure. The negative 

association tended to be larger in cool season. 

Conclusion: Short-term exposure to ambient CO was associated with decreased risk of 

emergency hospitalizations for stroke, suggesting some acute protective effects of CO 

exposure against stroke onsets.  
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1. Introduction 

Stroke was the second leading cause of death worldwide in 2011 and the fourth leading cause 

of death in Hong Kong, where more than 20,000 stroke patients per year were admitted to 

hospital for treatment and more than 3,000 of them died [1]. Many epidemiological studies 

linked short-term air pollution exposure to increased stroke onsets and emergency hospital 

admissions [2–7]. However, the particular effect of carbon monoxide (CO) on stroke was 

seldom reported. A few epidemiological studies that did examine the ambient CO on stroke 

admissions yielded mixed results. Several studies reported the significantly positive 

associations with CO and stroke [6–11], while others presented no associations with CO 

[5,12–14].   

A well-known toxicant, exogenous CO may also have physiologic and cytoprotective 

functions at low concentrations. Beneficial neuroprotective effects of CO under certain 

circumstances have been suggested by recent experimental and clinical studies [15–17]. 

Neuroprotection using exogenous CO as inhaled CO or injectable CO releasing molecules 

(CORM) is a novel and underexplored strategy [18]. Exogenous CO may control 

mitochondrial functioning, oxidative metabolism and substrate utilization, which changes 

neurometabolism and results in neuroprotection [19].   

In the present study, we conducted a time series analysis to examine the association between 

the short-term variation of ambient CO concentrations and the risk of emergency stroke 

hospitalizations in Hong Kong. Given the strong role of traffic as a source for CO, we 

investigated whether associations between CO and stroke hospitalizations were robust to 

adjustment by other traffic-related pollutants PM2.5 or NO2. We also compared the seasonal 

difference, and did sub-group analyses by gender and age group, respectively, in order to 

capture the susceptible subpopulations.  
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2. Methods 

2.1 Hospital Admission Data 

Daily counts of emergency hospital admissions for stroke, including all cerebrovascular 

diseases (ICD-9: 430-438) as the principal diagnosis from year 2004 to 2011 were obtained 

from the Hospital Authority Corporate Data Warehouse. Hospital Authority is the statutory 

body running all public hospitals in Hong Kong. The records of admission were taken from 

the publicly funded hospitals providing 24 hour accident and emergency services and 

covering 90% of hospital beds in Hong Kong for local residents [20]. We also computed the 

emergency stroke admissions by gender and by three age groups (age <65, 65~74, and >=75 

years old) for the subgroup analyses. Daily admissions for influenza (ICD-9:487) were used 

to identify influenza epidemics, which were then treated as a potential confounder in the 

regression models. Ethics approval and consent from individual subjects were not required by 

our institute as we used only aggregated data but not any individualized data in this study. 

2.2 Air Pollution and Meteorological Data 

Air pollution data between January 1 2004 and December 31 2011 were obtained from the 

Environmental Protection Department (EPD) of Hong Kong. There are 14 fixed monitoring 

stations including 11 general background stations and 3 roadside stations. The CO 

concentration data in this study were based on four general monitoring stations where CO 

records were available and represented the urban background pollution level. These 

background stations are Tsuen Wan (TW) and Yuen Long (YL) in the urban residential area, 

Tung Chung (TC) in the new town and Tap Mum (TM) in the rural area (Figure 1). Daily 

24-hour mean concentrations across 4 general stations were calculated for CO and other 

traffic related pollutants NO2 and PM2.5 [21]. Sensitivity analyses were performed by using 
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daily 1-hour maximum concentration of CO as exposure indicator. As Tap Mum station is 

located in remote area with only tens of residents, this site was excluded when calculating the 

city-wide average CO concentrations for some sensitivity analyses. Meteorological data on 

daily average temperature and relative humidity were obtained from the Hong Kong 

Observatory. 

2.3 Statistical modeling 

This was a longitudinal time series study. Generalized additive Poisson models (GAM) were 

used to fit the association between the daily CO concentrations and the emergency stroke 

hospitalizations. We used the smoothing spline, s(.), to filter out seasonal patterns and 

long-term trends in daily hospitalizations, as well as the daily mean temperature and relative 

humidity [22]. We also included an adjustment for the day of the week and dichotomous 

variables such as public holidays and influenza epidemic. 

To reduce the problems associated with multiple testing and model selection strategies, we 

followed previous studies to select a priori model specification and degree of freedom (df) 

for the time trend and meteorological variables [21–23]. We used a df of 8 per year for the 

time trend, a df of 6 for the mean temperature of the current day (Temp0) and the previous 3 

days’ moving average (Temp1-3) and a df of 3 for the current day relative humidity (Humid0). 

We included the day of the week (DOW) and public holidays (Holiday) in the model as dummy 

variables [24]. To adjust for the confounding effect of an influenza epidemic on emergency 

hospital admissions, we entered a dummy variable for the weeks with the number of influenza 

hospital admissions exceeding the 75 percentile in a year into the model [25]. 

Briefly, we set up a core model to remove the long term trends, seasonal variations, and 

adjust for time varying confounders as follows: 

log(E(Y)) = α + s(t, df=8/year × no. of years) + s(Temp0, df=6) + s(Temp1-3, df=6)+ 
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s(Humid0, df=3) +β1 DOW +β2 Holiday+ β3 Influenza……....................(1) 

Here E(Y) means the expected daily counts of emergency hospital admission for stroke on 

day t; s(.) is the smoothing spline function for nonlinear variables. We examined the residuals 

of the core model to check whether there were discernable patterns and autocorrelation by 

means of residual plot and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) plot. No discernible 

patterns and no autocorrelation in the residuals are the criteria for an adequate core model to 

control for time-varying confounding factors. The linear effect of CO was then estimated for 

the same day and up to three days prior to the outcome (single-lag effect from lag0 to lag3). 

The risk estimates for cumulative exposure to CO from the previous 1~2 days (dlm12) and 

1~3 days (dlm13) were fit by a unconstrained distributed lag model [26]. As traffic is one 

major source of CO, we investigated whether associations between CO and stroke 

hospitalizations were sensitive to the adjustment for other traffic-related pollutants PM2.5 and 

NO2, respectively, in two-pollutant models where co-pollutants were included simultaneously 

with the same lag structure as CO. To justify the assumption of linearity between the 

logarithm of emergency stroke hospital admissions and CO, we graphically examined the 

exposure-response relationship using a smoothing function [27]. Sensitivity analyses were 

conducted to test the association by using the daily 1-hour maximum concentrations as the 

CO indicator. The 24-hour mean concentrations of CO averaged from 3 general stations 

excluding Tap Mum as exposure indicators were also performed in sensitivity analyses. 

Risk estimate differences across seasons, genders and age groups were also examined by 

using the subgroups of stroke hospitalizations as the health outcomes, respectively [28]. We 

tested the statistical significance of subgroup differences through calculating 

2
2

2
121 /)( SESE +− ββ , where β1 and β2 are the estimates for the two categories (e.g., 

females and males), and SE1 and SE2 are their respective standard errors [28,29]. An absolute 
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value larger than 1.96 was considered as statistically significant difference at α=0.05 level. 

The risk estimates were expressed in terms of the percentage changes (Excess Risk, ER (%)) 

in emergency stroke hospital admissions per interquartile range (IQR) increment of CO, and 

their respective 95% confidence intervals (CI). All analyses were conducted in the statistical 

environment R3.0.3 (R Development Core Team, 2014: http://www.r-project.org). 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Data description 

During our study period, a total of 140,774 emergency hospital admissions for 

cerebrovascular diseases were recorded in our study population, accounting for about 27.7% 

of the total circulatory diseases. On average there were 48 emergency admissions per day for 

stroke, of which approximately 53.7% were males and 47.7% were elders with age >=75 

years old. The daily mean admissions were slightly higher in cool season than in warm 

season (50 vs. 46 per day). The daily 24-hour mean concentration of CO was 0.65 ppm and 

the 1-hour maximum concentration of CO was 0.86 ppm, with the interquartile ranges (IQR) 

of 0.30 ppm and 0.41 ppm respectively. The daily mean concentrations of PM2.5 and NO2 

were 37.0 and 45.6 μg/m3
, respectively. CO concentrations were moderately correlated with 

both NO2 and PM2.5, with the correlation coefficients 0.63 and 0.67, respectively. The daily 

mean air temperature was 23.4 oC and the relative humidity was 78%. (Table-1) 

3.2 Regression results 

Negative associations were observed between ambient CO concentrations and daily 

emergency hospital admissions for stroke, after adjusting for the time trend, seasonality, 

meteorological factors, calendar effect and influenza epidemics. Every IQR (0.30 ppm) 

increase of CO at lag0 ~ lag3 corresponded to 0.5~1.5% decrease of emergency hospital 

http://www.r-project.org/
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admissions for stroke. The previous 1~3 day cumulative exposure to CO (dlm13) was 

associated with -2.0% (95% CI, -3.3% to -0.7%) decreases in stroke admissions per 0.3 ppm 

increment of CO according to the single-pollutant model. Further adjustment for the possible 

confounding effects from traffic related co-pollutants at the same lags in two-pollutant 

models resulted in even stronger and statistically significant negative associations. Using the 

1-hour maximum concentration of CO as exposure indicator produced similar results 

(Table-2). The results were not sensitive to the exclusion of Tap Mum, a remote air 

monitoring station, for calculating the city-wide average CO (not shown). 

The negative associations between CO and stroke admissions appeared to be stronger in 

females and elders: the gender difference was statistically significant on dlm12, with p-value 

of 0.046; the negative association in ‘Age>=75’ group was greater than that in ‘Age of 65~74’ 

group on lag2, and dlm12, with p-values of 0.017 and 0.031, respectively (Figure-2). The 

negative association appeared to be larger in cool season than in warm season, although 

statistical significance was not detected in either case which might relate to the reduced study 

power in sub-group analyses (Table-3). 

Figure-3 shows the exposure-response curves for daily average CO at distributed lags of 1~3 

days and risk of emergency hospital admissions for stroke in single pollutant models and 

two-pollutant models, after adjusting for the time trend, seasonality, meteorological factors, 

calendar effect and influenza epidemics. A smoothing spline with a df of 3 was applied on the 

CO concentration. The exposure-response curves were approximately linear at the ambient 

CO levels. 

  

4. Discussion 
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This population-based epidemiological study demonstrated a negative association between 

ambient CO and hospital admissions for stroke. The negative association became stronger 

when the traffic-related co-pollutants NO2 and PM2.5 were adjusted for in two-pollutant models. 

Females and subjects older than 75 years appeared to be more sensitive to ambient CO.  

Previous population-based epidemiological studies of environmentally relevant CO exposure 

and stroke hospitalizations generated mixed findings. Some studies indicated a negative 

association between CO and stroke hospitalizations but with no statistical significance 

[5,30,31]. Some other studies showing the adverse effects of CO on stroke did not adjust for the 

confounding effect of co-pollutants [13]. Positive associations between CO concentrations and 

stroke might not have persisted when adjusted by NO2 or PM. In a case-crossover study 

conducted in Copenhagen, Denmark [10], ambient CO was associated with an increased risk of 

ischemic stroke in single-pollutant models whereas the risk estimates for CO were attenuated 

to null when adjusting for PM. In Kaohsiung, Taiwan, significant positive associations were 

found between CO and all types of stroke; however, the risk estimates for CO turned 

statistically nonsignificant when either NO2 or PM10 was controlled for [4]. The lack of 

copollutant models has contributed to the inability to disentangle the effects attributed to CO 

from the larger complex air pollution mix (particularly motor vehicle emissions), and this 

creates uncertainty in interpreting the results observed in the epidemiological studies [32]. 

There were two recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses examining the short-term 

exposure to air pollution and stroke [6,7], and both reported the significantly positive 

associations between ambient CO exposure and the same day (lag0) stroke hospitalizations. 

Shah et al. acknowledged the publication bias according to the funnel plot and Egger’s test for 

asymmetry [6,33]. According to the forest plot, Bell’s study [11] assumed the greatest weight 

in Shah’s review and meta-analysis. That was the largest multi-site time-series study conducted 

in 126 U.S urban counties which found positive and statistically significant association 
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between same-day CO and increased risk of hospitalizations for cerebrovascular diseases. The 

association was attenuated but remained statistically significant with the traffic related 

co-pollutant adjustment [11]. For the lag1 and lag2 days’ CO exposure, however, Bell and 

colleagues reported negative associations with stroke hospitalizations. This was consistent 

with the current study that demonstrated negative associations for lag1 through lag3 days, in 

single-pollutant models and two-pollutant models that adjusted for NO2 or PM2.5. As the traffic 

was the main source for CO, we considered the potential confounding effect by other 

traffic-related pollutants while examining the association of ambient CO with stroke 

hospitalizations. After adjustment for NO2, the negative associations of CO with stroke became 

stronger. Another study conducted in England and Wales [5] involving more than 460 

thousand nationwide emergency stroke hospitalizations also observed a negative association 

between stroke and CO at lags 0-4 days. Although no statistical significance was detected, the 

effect size was comparable and consistent with what we observed in the current study. 

The negative association between ambient CO and stroke hospitalizations appeared to be 

stronger in females than in males. Instead of reflecting genetic susceptibility variability, the 

differentiated risk estimates across genders could result from different CO exposure profiles of 

males and females. Besides vehicle emissions, cigarette smoking serves another major source 

for CO exposure. The smoking rates were 3.0% in females and 19.9% in males in Hong Kong 

according to a survey in 2010 [34]. Chronic smokers exhibited carboxyhemoglobin levels of up 

to 9-12% whereas healthy subjects had levels between 1% and 2% of total blood volume 

[35,36]. For the smokers, the personal exposure to CO might be dominated by inhaled cigarette 

smoke [37] and thus a lack of correlation with ambient CO concentrations.  

The short-term beneficial effects of ambient CO against stroke onsets are biologically plausible. 

Stroke is often associated with inflammation, ischemia reperfusion, or hemorrhagic 

compression. In all these manifestations, the role for hemo oxygenase (HO) and CO as major 
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regulators has been indicated. The anti-inflammatory and beneficial neuroprotective effects of 

CO under certain circumstances have been suggested by recent experimental and clinical 

studies [15–17,38]. In ischemic stroke, the protective role of CO is mediated by the 

upregulation of Nuclear factor-erythroid 2-related factor 2 (Nrf2), a transcriptional factor that 

binds to response elements on the promoter region of the HO-1 gene [17]. In hemorrhagic 

stroke, CO alters the inflammatory response and reduce brain damage through a water-soluble 

carbon monoxide-releasing molecule 3 (CORM-3) [18]. However, the modulation of 

neurometabolic pathways by exogenous CO with resultant neuroprotection is likely dependent 

on the dose and timing of administration. Beneficial effects could be achieved when CORM-3 

was given either before or 3 days after intracerebral hemorrhagic, that is, as a prophylactic 

agent or during the post-acute inflammatory phase [18]. We found stronger negative 

association between ambient CO and stroke hospitalizations in elders of age>=75 years. It is 

possible that the elderly may have more severe general inflammation milieu of the brain and 

lower cerebrovascular hemodynamics, thus more sensitive to the mediator role of CO.  

The negative association appeared to be larger in cool season than in warm season although 

statistical significance was not detected in either case which might relate to the reduced study 

power in sub-group analyses. Hong Kong is a subtropical city with very high prevalence of 

air conditioner usage in hot and humid summer but low prevalence of house heating in 

temperate winter. During the warm season (temperatures of 25°C–30°C and humidity of 

71%–91% between 10th to 90th percentiles) people use air-conditioners more often and 

engage in less outdoor activities. But in the cool season in Hong Kong (temperatures of 

14°C–24°C and humidity of 59%–90% between 10th to 90th percentiles), people are more 

likely to go outdoors and open the windows. Therefore, outdoor fixed-site air pollution 

measurement might better represent the average population exposure in cool season than in 

warm season in Hong Kong.  
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The dose-response curves of the protective effects in stroke onset were approximately linear at 

the ambient levels of the 0.2 to 1.9 ppm, much lower than the CO levels administered in 

experimental investigations (around 20~250 ppm) [15]. However, for microenvironments that 

are in or near vehicles, the actual CO exposure levels can be much higher than the monitoring 

station measurements. It should also be noted that the exposure duration in the current time 

series epidemiology study was 24 hours a day (continuous exposure) while it has been usually 

one or two hours per day for experimental investigations. In fact, CO exposure duration and 

frequency are among the many unanswered questions for the application of inhaled CO as a 

therapeutic [15]. Examining the experimental data and the observational epidemiology data 

together may help to gain more insights into the biological effects of CO at environmentally 

relevant levels.  

Given the ecological design of the present study, caution should be exercised in inferring 

cause-effect relations between low environmental CO exposure and stroke hospitalizations. 

Misclassifications in health outcomes and CO exposures were both likely. We used ICD-9 

codes as the operational definition of stroke. These administrative codes might include a 

heterogeneous group of hospitalizations with differing risks, diagnoses and co-morbidities. 

Although the misclassification might not cause any differential bias, it warrants caution in the 

interpretation of negative associations between environmental CO and stroke. Merely 

modeling the associations between air pollution and health is not adequate because the 

association between an exposure and an outcome may not equal the causal effect, even after 

model adjustments for covariates. Even if a causal relationship is established, it is difficult to 

judge whether CO prevents the development or lessens the severity of stroke. Furthermore, we 

had access only to the aggregated data of overall stroke hospitalizations but not to 

individualized data with more specific diagnosis of stroke subtypes; we were not able to 

examine the potentially differentiated associations of CO with ischemic or hemorrhage stroke. 
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Exposure misclassification was also likely because CO concentrations are spatially 

heterogeneous within a city and the small number of fixed monitoring stations might not be 

representative enough of the general population exposure. Based on aggregated measures of 

exposure and health outcomes, the time-series findings in the current study were subject to 

ecological fallacy. Moreover, the effect of prolonged CO exposure on stroke is unknown. The 

current time-series study design only allows us to infer about the acute effects but not the 

long-term effects which needs to be examined by experimental studies or epidemiological 

designs such as cohort or case-control studies. 

In conclusion, we found low environmental CO associated with reduced risk of daily stroke 

hospitalizations, especially for females and elders. Given the ecological design of this study, 

caution should be exercised in inferring cause-effect relations. Even if the beneficial effects of 

ambient CO are confirmed for a segment of stroke patients, there may be detrimental effects on 

other subpopulations or other health endpoints, and there is the complication that CO is 

co-emitted with a number of other air pollutants. Findings on the short-term protective effects 

of CO on stroke hospitalizations need to be assessed together with other sources of evidence to 

better understand the health effects of CO at environmentally relevant levels.  
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Figure legends: 

Figure-1 Map of Hong Kong showing the locations of the four general/background air 

monitoring stations (TW, TC, TM and YL) with carbon monoxide (CO) monitoring data.  

Figure-2 Association of CO with Emergency Hospital Admissions for Stroke by Gender and 

Age Group. Risk estimates were expressed as Excess Risk (ER) with 95%CI per IQR (0.3 

ppm) increase of 24-hr mean concentration of CO. Unconstrained distributed lag models 

were used to estimate the ER associated with the previous 1~3 day cumulative exposure to 

CO ( dlm12 and dlm13 respectively). The gender difference was statistically significant on 

dlm12, with p-value of 0.046. The negative association in ‘Age>=75’ was greater than that in 

‘Age of 65~74’on lag2, and dlm12, with p-values of 0.017 and 0.031, respectively. 

Figure-3 Exposure-response curves for daily mean concentration of CO at distributed lags of 

1~3 days and its association with emergency hospital admissions for stroke in 

single-pollutant model and two-pollutant models, after adjusting for the time trend, 

seasonality, meteorological factors, calendar effect and influenza epidemics. The solid line 

represents the effect estimates; the dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table-1 Distribution of Emergency Hospital Admissions for Stroke, Air Pollution 
Concentrations and Meteorological Factors in Hong Kong, 2004-2011 (n=2922) 

 
  Mean SD Min. P25 P50 P75 Max. 
Emergency Hospital 
Admissions (counts/day)        
All Circulatory Diseases 173.8 30.0 97 152 170 192 319 
Stroke 48.2 7.9 22 43 48 53 78 
  In cool season 50.2 7.8 28 45 50 55 78 
  In warm season 46.2 7.5 22 41 46 51 73 
  Female 22.3 5.1 6 19 22 26 42 
  Male 25.9 5.5 7 22 26 29 51 
  Age<65 13.0 3.8 3 10 13 15 28 
  Age of 65~74 12.2 3.8 1 10 12 15 27 
  Age>=75 23.0 5.4 7 19 23 26 50 
Air pollution 
concentrations        
CO (24-hr mean, ppm) 0.65 0.23 0.23 0.47 0.60 0.77 1.94 
CO (1-hr Max., ppm) 0.86 0.33 0.30 0.62 0.80 1.03 3.03 
PM2.5 (μg/m3) 36.97 21.86 6.15 18.59 33.34 49.86 143.40 
NO2 (μg/m3) 45.59 17.95 8.55 31.96 43.02 56.49 138.72 
Meteorological factors        
Mean temperature (oC) 23.4 5.2 8.8 19.3 24.6 27.8 31.8 
Humidity (%) 77.9 10.5 31.0 73.0 79.0 85.0 98.0 

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation; Px, xth percentiles; Min., minimum; Max., maximum. 
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Table-2 Percent Change (ER% (95%CI)) of Emergency Hospital Admissions for Stroke 

per IQR Increment of CO by lags, 2004-2011 a 
Pollutant Lag0 Lag1 Lag2 Lag3 dlm12

 b dlm13 c  

Single-pollutant model      

  CO (24-hr mean) -0.5 (-1.5, 0.5) -1.5 (-2.5, -0.5) -1.3 (-2.4, -0.3) -1.0 (-2.0, -0.0) -1.8 (-2.9, -0.6) -2.0 (-3.3, -0.7) 

  CO (1-hr Max.) 0.1 (-0.8, 1.0) -1.1 (-2.0, -0.2) -0.9 (-1.8, -0.0) -0.7 (-1.6, 0.2) -1.4 (-2.4, -0.3) -1.6 (-2.8, -0.4) 

Two-pollutant model d      
  CO  -0.5 (-1.8, 0.8) -1.1 (-2.4, 0.2) -1.5 (-2.8, -0.3) -1.7 (-2.9, -0.4) -1.7 (-3.1, -0.2) -2.1 (-3.6, -0.5) 

  PM2.5 0.0 (-1.4, 1.5) -0.6 (-2.0, 0.7) 0.4 (-0.9, 1.7) 1.2 (-0.1, 2.5) -0.2 (-1.7, 1.2) 0.3 (-1.3, 2.0) 

Two-pollutant model d      
  CO  -1.9 (-3.1,-0.6) -1.8 (-3.1, -0.6) -2.2 (-3.4, -1.0) -2.1 (-3.3, -0.9) -2.6 (-4.0, -1.3) -3.1 (-4.6, -1.6) 

  NO2 2.4 (1.1, 3.7) 0.6 (-0.6, 1.9) 1.5 (0.3, 2.7) 1.9 (0.7, 3.1) 1.3 (-0.1, 2.7) 2.0 (0.4, 3.6) 
a: The interquartile ranges (IQRs) were 0.30 ppm and 0.41 ppm for CO of 24-hr mean and 1-hr maximum 
concentrations, respectively; the IQRs were 31.27 and 24.53 μg/m3 for PM2.5 and NO2, respectively.  
b: previous 1-2 day cumulative exposure to CO. c: previous 1-3 day cumulative exposure to CO.  
d: 24-hour mean concentration of pollutants were used in two-pollutant models.  
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Table-3 Percent Change (ER% (95%CI)) of Emergency Hospital Admissions for Stroke 
per IQR Increment of CO by lags in Cool and Warm Seasons Respectively, 2004-2011 a 

Season Lag0 Lag1 Lag2 Lag3 dlm12
 b dlm13 c  

Cool Season      

  CO only -0.3 (-1.5, 0.9) -1.4 (-2.6, -0.2) -1.4 (-2.6, -0.2) -1.4 (-2.6, -0.2)* -1.8 (-3.2, -0.4) -2.3 (-3.8, -0.7) 

  CO adj. for PM2.5 -0.3 (-1.8, 1.1) -1.3 (-2.7, 0.1) -1.5 (-2.9, -0.1) -1.8 (-3.2, -0.5) -1.8 (-3.3, -0.2) -2.4 (-4.1, -0.6)* 

  CO adj. for NO2 -1.6 (-3.0, -0.2) -1.9 (-3.3, -0.5) -2.0 (-3.3, -0.6) -2.1 (-3.5, -0.8) -2.5 (-4.0, -1.0) -3.0 (-4.7, -1.3) 

Warm Season      

  CO only -0.3 (-2.2, 1.7) -1.4 (-3.3, 0.5) -1.1 (-3.0, 0.8) 0.3 (-1.6, 2.2) -1.5 (-3.6, 0.6) -0.9 (-3.3, 1.6) 

  CO adj. for PM2.5 -0.3 (-3.2, 2.8) 0.4 (-2.5, 3.5) -0.8 (-3.7, 2.2) 0.1 (-2.8, 3.1) -0.2 (-3.5, 3.1) 0.4 (-3.3, 4.1) 

  CO adj. for NO2 -2.3 (-5.0, 0.4) -1.8 (-4.6, 1.0) -2.7 (-5.5, 0.1) -1.5 (-4.3, 1.3) -3.1 (-6.2, 0.0) -3.1 (-6.5, 0.5) 

a: 24-hr mean concentration of CO was used in the model, with the interquartile range (IQR) 
0.30 ppm. b: previous 1-2 day cumulative exposure to CO. c: previous 1-3 day cumulative 
exposure to CO. *: Compared with warm season at the same lag and in the same single or 
two-pollutant model, p<0.10. 

 


